Media Credential Protocol

Members of the media (legitimate newsgathering organizations) are required to follow the IHSAA tournament protocol in order to receive event privileges:

• IHSAA event credential can be obtained at the event sites Media/Pass gate.
• To obtain an event credential badge follow guidelines below:
  ✓ Present official, and up to date, ID/credential from legitimate newsgathering organization/affiliate.
  ✓ Sign-in at the Media/Pass gate.
• To obtain floor/deck/field credential wristband the following guidelines should be followed:
  ✓ Show event credential badge to tournament manager or designee.
• Credential badge must be RETURNED to Media/Pass gate or tournament manager.
• FAILURE TO RETURN CREDENTIAL MAY RESULT IN LOSS OF FUTURE PRIVILEGES.

High School Media Protocol

Members of the school media (school newspaper/yearbook) and representatives for the school can be issued event credentials and must follow the tournament protocol in order to receive event privileges:

• IHSAA event credential badge can be obtained at the Media/Pass gate.
• To obtain an event credential badge follow guidelines below:
  ✓ A school administrator can only obtain event credential badge.
  ✓ Administrator should sign-in at the Media/Pass gate.
• To obtain floor/deck/field credential wristband the following guidelines should be followed:
  ✓ Show event credential badge to tournament manager.
• Credential badge must be RETURNED to Media/Pass gate or tournament manager.
• FAILURE TO RETURN CREDENTIAL MAY RESULT IN LOSS OF FUTURE PRIVILEGES.